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MR. ANDREW H. HILES: We are going to talk about some of the things that are
new with regard to point-of-serviceplansfrom several,different perspectives: the
employer's perspective,the carrieror network manager's perspective, the HMO's
perspective,and the consultants' and employees'perspectives. Dennis Lee, vice
presidentof Wachovia Banks, locatedin Winston-Salem, North Carolina,will talk
about Wachovia's experience in goingto a point-of-service(POS) managed care
program effective January 1, 1992. Ed Cymerys, Vice Presidentof Finance and Risk
Management for Aetna, will talk about Aetna's role in the process. We will discussa
case study where Dennis Lee will represent the employer, Ed Cymerys will represent
the insurancecompany or network manager, and I will representTowers Perdn, the
consultant.

Let's talk very brieflyabout some employertrends. We have seenrecently that
employersare becomingmuch more demandingof intermediariesand providers,and
we see this in a variety of ways. One of the ways is requiringmulti-year performance
guarantees,and those performance guaranteescan take severaldifferent forms.

Typically,however, we dividethem into claims-cost risk-sharingwhere the provider
guaranteesthat claimswill not exceed a particulartrend for one, two, or sometimes
even three years into the future. Also, we see an enhanced type of performance
standard, not the old payment of claimsaccuracy or financialaccuracy, but some-
thing much more comprehensive. This includesproviderrelationsand account
management teams getting I.D. cardsout on time. It is a much broaderversion of
performance guaranteesthan what we sew four or five years ago when the focus
was reallyon claimpayment and claim payment accuracy. We have seen our clients
show interest in hold-harmless-typelanguageso that the network managers become
responsiblefor network management. If one of the providersdoes something outside
the scope, or prect_cesbad medicine, we do not think it is reallythe employer's
obligation. We think it is the responsibilityof the network manager. Not very many
of the carders were interested in thisthree or four years ago, but now most of the
major nationalcardershave come to the table willingto negotiatehold-harmless
languagefor their managed care clients.

* Mr. Lee, not a member of the sponsoringorganizations,is SeniorVice
President,Manager of Compensationand Benefits at Wachovia Corporation in
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
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Another interesting trend we have seen with employers is the carving out of specialty
services from the general medical plan, and these typically are in the areas of preacrip-
tion drugs, mental health, substance abuse, and other high-coat diagnoses in which it
does not make sense to go to a natwork-besed program. For a lot of our clients who
tend to be national in scope, there is not a network everywhere that happens to have
employees. It makes sense to focus on some other areas where you do not neces-
sarily have to have a full-blown network available.

Carriers seem to be retrenching a little bit in evaluating their current network sites for
long-term viability. We have not seen carders with unbridled enthusiasm in terms of
entering new markets. Often they tend to be responding to one of their larger clients
who is requesting they move in that direction, because they happen to have a
concentration of employees in that location. We also have seen carders becoming
more and more interested in forming alliances with independent networks to expand
coverage. I think very few of the national managed care providers now think that
they can have a comprehensive network in every location in the United States. Thus,
they are looking to hook up with regional vendors to try and create a broader
network.

We also have seen some changes on the HMO side of the house. HMOs have been
increasing in profitability, and their control over medical trends seems to be improving.
Also, some of the HMOs have shown an interest in offering a broader array of
products, including point-of-service and indemnity plans, as well as self-funded HMO
plans. We call them HMO look-alike products.

What are consultants doing these days? It seems to me there is a broader dissemina-
tion of managed care expertise in the major firms. Most of the major firms are hiring
specialists and clinicians. People who never considered working on our side of the
fence now work for Towers Perrin, Mercer and all of the other firms. We also have
seen a lot of consultants moving among firms. If, four or five years ago, there was a
critical mass in one firm, the other firms realized that was the place to be, and they
tried to swipe some of those folks away.

Projects have become streamlined. I am not sure this necessarilyimplies that fees will
be coming down. In some cases they do; in some cases they do not; however, we
do see a lot of smaller employers getting involved these days. A number of the major
consulting firms, and the smaller ones as well, have figured out how to do projects
fairly well. After three or four years, we can offer flexible benefrt services to smaller
organizations with smaller budgets.

We also have noticed over the past couple of years that we tend to agree more with
the carriersand network managerson the arithmetic. When we are trying to project
future claimscosts for negotiatinga performance standardscontract or a risk-sharing
type contract, we are no longeron the opposite sideof the carders. As a larger base
of experience develops,everyone has become more comfortable with how some of
the factors may differand the correct way to calculatethese factors. How efficient is
a network in Columbia,South Carolinaversus one in Atlanta or New York City?
There is a common methodologydevelopingto come up with the answer.
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Towers Perrin has done several surveys of employee responses to managed care
programs, point-of-service, and others. One of the interesting things we have loamed
is that the initial resistance to managed care programs tends to dissipate quickly.
VVrthan effective communications program, employees are comfortable with managed
care after the first year or two. Once employees become accustomed to the concept
of using their primary care physician or going to a staff model HMO, they are likely to
be as satisfiedas they were before managed care was introduced, in the days when
they were in an unmanagedor lightlymanaged indemnity program.

Dennis Lee will sharehis experienceof goingto a managed care program.

MR. DENNIS LEE: Wachovia Corporationis a commercialbank holdingcompany with
dual headquartersin Winston-Salem,North Carolina,and Atlanta, Georgia. The three
bankingentities that make up Wachovia Corporationare Wachovia Bank of North
Carolina,Wachovia Bankof Georgia,which was formerly the FirstNational Bank of
Atlanta, and South CarolinaNational Bank in Columbia,South Carolina. Our current
asset size is $33.6 billion,which placesus in the top 25 largestbank holdingcompa-
nies in the United States.

In 1990, the employeebenefits committee of Wachovia Corporationset out to
developa strategy to addressthe ever-escalatingcoat of healthcare for our company.
We felt we could not do this on ourown, so we sought consultinghelp. As is
typicalof our organization,we interviewed six differentconsultingfirms and reviewed
proposalsfrom the different firms before making our final selectionto go with Towers
Perrin. Upon that selection,Towers Perrinorganizedseveralmeetings and helped us
developa seriesof objectivesto meet the needs that we had identified in our initial
health care discussions.

To assure the availability of quality health care at an affordable price for all Wachovia
employees, we felt it paramountto continue to put the focus on quality and less
emphasison cost, althoughcost was certainlya very important issue. The second
objectivewas to maximize the value, perceived and real, of allbenefits, including
family-life or work-life issues. I believe it is important from our standpoint to address
the perceived value of benefits. Oftentimes, working in the employee benefits area, I
find people do not really have an appreciation for what they have, because they have
nothing to measure against. Basically, there is a feeling among employees that
benefits are an entitlement, and not a form of compensation. Until you can give them
a sense of comparison, they really ok)not realize the value of the various benefit
programs that they have. This was interwoven into our overall approach to
addressing the health care issue. We wanted to provide the same plan for all
Wachovia employees. We wanted to continue to be committed to the family unit;
provide financial equity to all participants in the plan; design a plan that specifically
addressed cost and quality of care issues concerning obstetrics, mental health, and
prescription drugs. We wanted to achieve a predictable trend factor that was below
area and industry norms. We wanted to include wellness and preventive care
programs to encourage healthy lifestyles among our employee population and to
educate our senior management employees on various health care issues. Last, but
certainly not least, in terms of importance, is be sure to communicate all benefit plans
to the employees effectively.
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Our experience will not necessarily be identical to that of other companieswho have
gone into a managed care environment. First, you have to understand that in 1987
Wachovia Corporation as it is today did not exist. In 1986, Wachovia Bank of North
Carolina and Wachovia Bank of Georgia merged to form what was then called First
Wachovia Corporation. The two institutions were very different in terms of their
benefit programs for employees. For instance, Wachovia Bank of North Carolina had
a very generous benefit program. They paid the full cost of health care for the
employee. They paid about 75-80% of the cost of insuring employees' dependents
and had a very low deductible. It was a traditional indemnity plan. On the other
hand, First Atlanta Corporation was more in the area of what we call managed
indemnity. As a part of their plan, they had utilization review, concurrent review, and
discharge planning. They had a higher cost-sharing ratio (about 40/60) among
employees, and they also had HMOs available to employees in the Atlanta area, We
had two institutions similar in their line of business, similar in their approach to selling
banking services, but very different in their philosophiesabout benefits. The first
hurdle to overcome was a common program that would enable us to merge the
benefit programs of the two companies.

In 1991, we acquired South Carolina National Bank and, once again, had to go
through a similar process of assimilation. South Carolina National was also a com-
pany that was at the end of the spectrum that we would call pure indemnity. They
had no utilization review, no concurrent review, just a pure indemnity plan. Chart 1
shows the relationship between the freedom of choice among people who select their
health care plan coverage and the health care cost. It is obvious from the illustration
that the greater the level of choice among individualsto choose providers or to
choose services, the less control you have over the cost of those services. The more
restricted that freedom, the more control you have over the cost.

As you are probably aware, at the high-freedom/high-cost end of the spectrum is your
pure indemnity plan where individuals have absolute freedom to choose their provider
and to seek services when they want them from whom they want them. A classic
case is the emergency room. An individual may have a pain in the evening and go to
the emergency room instead of waiting until the next moming and calling the family
physician. This produces very high-cost services for fairly minor ailments, in most
cases. The other end of the spectrum is a group or staff model HMO where the
HMO actually hires a staff of physicians to work in their own facilities. They can
deliver care at the most economical price, although some would question whether it is
the highest quality and the most appropriate care. One of the arguments we will
continue to hear is that managed care means denialof care. In some cases you can
make an argument that perhaps the way you manage care and manage cost is by
denying care when it is necessary.

On the other hand, we prefer to believe that if you truly manage care with the
intention that the individual gets the right care in the right increments at the highest
quality on the front-end, you will avoid the additional costs coming back to you on
the back-end. Having to treat a person a second and third time because of improper
care on the front-end can be very costly.
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CHART 1

Wachovia Considered a Continuum of Delivery Approaches

Note; Positionson theconl_nuumereillustrative.

In 1987, Wachovia was really at about three different points along this continuum.
On the high-end, as I mentioned, Wachovia Bank of North Carolina was in a pure
indemnity environment; First National Bank of Atlanta was a combination of managed
indemnity, plus both a staff model HMO, PruCare of Atlanta, and an individual
practice association (IPA) model HMO, HealthAmerica. We had employees strung out
over three different health care options in the Atlanta location. When we merged the
two institutions we decided to introduce a flexible benefits plan; in the process we
gave individuals a choice of two different indemnity plans and, in some cases, HMOs.
We also began the process of educating the employees in our North Carolina market
about the important features of utilization review, discharge planning, etc.

One of our efforts has been to move down the continuum and get more of our
employees into a managed care environment. It has been a successful effort on our
part. I will share some of the statistics with you in a few moments. After we
selected Towers Perdn, and they helped us develop our stated objectives for the
design of a health care program, we started looking for a carder, a third-party adminis-
trator and a network manager. This process began by accepting proposals from
several different insurance companies. We reviewed proposals from Aetna, CIGNA,
Metropolitan, Provident, Prudential, and The Travelers. We made the decision to go
with Aetna.

We were looking for a financially integrated, point-of-service HMO, and indemnity
coverage. In every place possible, we wanted to give our employees three different
health care options: a pure HMO, a point-of-service plan, and a traditional indemnity
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plan. There was one caveat: the traditional indemnity plan would be more of a
catastrophicplan with a highdeductibleand moderate premium, but a planthat
would definitelycause someone to think longand hard about choosingthe indemnity
plan, as opposedto gravitatingtoward the managed care options. We met with the
variouscarders, and we made our decisionto go with Aetna. We began the process
of developingthe program. The target implementation date for our managed care
roll-outwas January 1, 1992. We allowed ourselvesabout 12-18 months to actually
developthe networks, get the systems in place, and communicate this to the
employees.

Two thingsthat we took into considerationas we made our selection were the

access and the coveragepotential of the variousinsurancecompanies. It is important
to remember that, in Atlanta, we had already introduced HMOs; since the time of the
merger we had used Partners of Atlanta as an HMO, which was owned by Aetna. In
addition, we had, duringthat time, introducedHMOs to North Carolina, and Partners
of North Carolina was an HMO in the Piedmonttried area (Winston-Salem, Greens-
boro, and High Point, North Carolina),affiliatedwith Aetna. Admittedly, one of the
thingsin Aetna's favor was that they could meet all of ourother requirements. They
already had a foothold in Winston-Salemand Atlanta, becausewe had a largenumber
of our employees in those networks. They were able to come across and meet us on
other areas that were of extreme importance to us. We ware very pleasedto select
Aetna to be our partner as we moved forward.

Of course,quality of care was very important to us. One of the things that im-
pressedus about Aetna's programwas their credentiallingprocessfor their
physicians- not only the credentiallingup front, but the recradentiallingprocessthey
went through on an annual and, in some cases, biannualbasis, Utilization perfor-
mance was important also. We wanted to be able to measure the effectivenessof
the enrollment in the managed care options, both the point-of-serviceplan and the
HMO. We wanted to look at them in the aggregate, as well as on an individualbasis,
to help us compare pricingand risk.

We were lookingfor a commitment to Wachovia. One of the things we talked about
virtually every day was partnership;this had to be a partnership. We had to work
through our differencesand come to a consensuson what the critical issueswere.
We had to lock hands and march forward to accomplishthe objectiveswe had set
for ourselves.

Aetna was able to offer simplicity. Our employeeshad been through a lot of change
in the few years sincethe merger, and we wanted to offer a program in which they
could make a very simpletransition. Centralizationof claimsprocessingand member
services- sort of one-stop-shopping- was important to Wachovia. One of the
things at Wachovia we are most proudof is a concept calledpersonal banker. Every
customer of the bank is assigneda personal banker;that personalbanker coordinates
allbankingservices for that customer. If you have a question about a loan, opening
an account, lines of credit, or anythingof this nature, you go to the personalbanker,
and that individualcoordinatesyour services.

We wanted that same concept to come through in our health care plan. We wanted
employeesto be able to call one placeand have everything that they needed to have
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done coordinatedthrough that particularlocation. Aetna was willing to do this. They
set up a separate member servicesunit just for Wachovia employees. They gave us
a singletelephone number that employeescould call,not only with questionsabout
claims,but also questionsabout providers,the network, specialservices,utilization
review, etc. Aetna was ableto give us a singlesource, if you will, for all this
information,which made it much easierto communicate to our employees.

In addition,we wanted risksharing. We wanted an arrangementset up so that, if
claimsexceeded a certain level, Aetna would share in those additionalcosts. On the
other hand, we had an arrangement that, if claimswere to fall below a certain level,
we would be willing to share in the savings. We have sort of a risk savings/sharing
arrangement.

We alsowanted performanceguaranteeson the front-end regardingimplementation.
Aetna put on the table some fairly substantial financialpenalties if they did not meet
certain deadlines interms of implementation. These performance guaranteesincluded
network development. They committed to have certainnetworks developed, and up
and runningby certain dates; if they did not meet the deadline,there was a financial
penalty involved. They alsocommitted to have claimsturnaround. They committed
to have 95% of all claimsturned aroundin 14 days from the date they arrived at the
claim center. Again, financialpenaltieswere on the table if they did not live up to
that.

Aetna does a survey for us of a sample of indMduals who submit claims or call into
member serviceswith problemsor questionsabout health care. Individuals are sent a
survey form, and they are to respondto it. They are asked if the individualthey
contacted was helpful, responsive,and courteous. Did they help you get your
problem solved? There is a whole listof questions. Aetna committedthat we would
have a 95% positiveresponsefrom employeeson the servicesprovidedthrough its
member services area. These were the types of thingsthat Aetna committed to
deliver, and they were willingto put some financialmight behind them.

We asked Aetna to do future network expansioncommitments. Initially,we started
out with a three-year plan. In year one, we wanted a commitment that we would
have deliverablenetworks in Atlanta, Charlotte, Winston-Salem,Greensboro,High
Point, and Dallas. We do have a small Iocld_x operationin Dallas,and it seemed like
a natural extensionto use the Aetna Partner's planin Dallasas an HMO option in that
particularlocation. Dallasmay seem a little strange. It is not one of our higher
populationareas, but we have said that, if we can drop an HMO in a location without
creating a lot of turmoil, we will do it. We would rather have people in a managed
care environmentthan a pure indemnityenvironment, and Dallaswas a natural for
this.

In year two we wanted to extend the networks into the Raleigh,Durham, Chapel Hill,
North Carolinaarea and the Columbia,Greenvilleand Spartanburg,South Carolina
area. In year three, which is the year that we are currently in, we are lookinginto
expandingthe network to Savannah, Georgia;Charleston,South Carolina;Augusta,
Georgia;and, Macon, Georgia. SO far everythinghas gone well. We have been able
to meet all the deadlinesand get the networks up and running. The response from
the employees has been very pesitive as well.
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Another thing we looked for from Aetna was account management structure. We
wanted our accounts set up in such a way that we could look at our claims experi-
ence not only by plan but by state. We wanted to be ableto monitor what type of
cost savings we were getting in each of ourstate locationsto compare them
somewhat against one another. This requiredAetna to do a few things differently in
their accountingsystem that they were not accustomed to doing. They were willing
to meet our needs and expectations. Also, we wanted comprehensive, understand-
ablereports. This is an area againwhere Aetna has, for the most part, met our
expectations. Where they have not, they continueto work on developingreports that
will help us; we are novices inthe area of understandingwhat is going on within our
health care plan.

One of the more difficult thingsfrom an employee benefits perspectiveis to take
reams and reams of information about diagnoses,treatment patterns, and cost, boil
them down to manageable numberswhich we can take to an executive management
group, and say, "Here's what's going on inour health care plan. Here are our top
five diagnoses. This is where the money is being spent. Here are some actions that
we can take to help address this particular problem." So, we looked for reporting
capability from Aetna.

We looked for flexibility. The key was that we wanted a couple of items that were
somewhat out of the ordinary. We wanted a fully integrated managed mental
health/substance abuse program that incorporated our existing employee assistance
program (EAP). When Aetna first came to the table, they indicated that they would
like to have us use Health Affairs International, their managed mental health/substance
abuse utilization review (UR) group, to manage our mental health program. We
responded that we have EAPs in our three locations, and we have been using them
for three to four years. Our employees are comfortable with them and have confi-
dence in them. We would like to integrate our EAP into the managed mental health
care program so that a referral from the EAP will be treated the same as a referral
from the primary care physician.

This required a lot of work, but it was a successful venture. We brought individuals
together from Aetna, from Health Affairs International, from our two EAPs and from
our employee benefits section. We developed an arrangement whereby employees
can go either to their primary care physician or to the EAP; a referral from either will
get them into the network at full benefits. In addition, we added a penalty that the
benefits are reduced to a 50% level ff you bypass the EAPor your primary care
physician and go for mental health/substance abuse treatment. Thus, there is a
financial disincentive in the plan, but there also is the incentive of being able to go to
an EAP, as well as a primary care physician.

We had a mail order prescription drug program in place; Aetna agreed to let us
continue to use that particular program, as opposed to switching over to a compara-
ble program Aetna had. Again, the least amount of change there is for employees,
the more desirable. Employees were accustomed to using Baxter Health Care for
their prescription drugs. They were confident in that company, they had good results
and we had good feedback. We figured why upset the applecart. Again, Aetna
was willing to be flexible.
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Our last concern was a Wachovia-designed prenatal care program that began in
1989. Aetna has a prenatal care program; however, there were some subtle
differences in the way ours was working and the way theirs was designed, They
agreed to adopt our particular program and manage it on our behalf. Once again,
flexibility on Aetna's behalf was extremely important.

As a result of our discussions with Aetna and the work that we did with Towers
Perrin, we came up with a plan design we refer to as managed flex. In what we
refer to as our managed care sites, we replaced our former traditional indemnity plan,
which was a $400 individual deductible plan, with a point-of-service plan. We no
longer offered the indemnity plan. In our managed care sites, we offered three plan
options: a pure HMO, a point-of-service plan, and a catastrophic-type indemnity plan.

The low-option indemnity plan is available in all locations. In sites where we do not
have a managed care option, like Asheville, North Carolina, employees have a choice
of two indemnityplan options - a low-deductible option and a high-deductible option.
As we try to expand our managed care program intothose locations,we will
probably reel in that low-deductibleindemnity plan option and encouragepeople to
move in the directionof either the HMO or the point-of-serviceplan.

The results have been very favorable, and we have really been pleasedwith where
we are. We would liketo be in better shapein terms of penetration,but, giventhe
massive change we have undergonewith our employees,we feel we are moving in
the right direction. The trend is certainly favorable.

In 1992, managed care was availableto over 70% of the Wachovia employee
population. Inthose siteswhere managed care was offered, 60% of the employees
enrolled in a managed care option. I prefer to lookat that a little differently than just
saying60% of those who had managed care availableto them enrolled. I liketo take
out those individualswho chose not to participate in any health care plan; in most of
our locationswe have somewhere in the neighborhoodof 10-15% of employees who
will actually opt out of healthcare coverage. They have spousesthat are employed
and are covered under the spouses' plans. In the flex plan, obviously,they have the
choice of being in the medicalplan or not.

In the case where we look at only those employeeswho selected a health care option
in a managed care site, we have a 70% penetration. This will vary from location to
location. Just to give you an example, inthe Piedmont-triadarea, we have 75%
penetrationof all employeeswho participate in the flex plan. Of the employees who
elected a health care option, 82% are enrolled in either the HMO orthe point-of-
service plan. In Atlanta, we have 62% penetration. If you look at only those who
selected a health care option, it is 70%. In the Greenville-Spartanburgarea, we have
about 26% of the employeesenrolled in a managed care point-of-serviceplan, if you
look at all eligibleemployees. If you exclude from that group those who did not elect
health care coverage, we have about 30% penetration.

If you look at locationslikeAtlanta, Winston-Salem, Greensboro,High Point, and
Charlotte, where HMOs had been presentbefore, even though they may have been
different HMOs, the vast majority of people who are enrolled in a managed care
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option are enrolledin a pure HMO. They have gotten over the hurdle; they are
accustomed to usingnetwork providers,and they are comfortable with an HMO.

In those locationswhere managed care is beingintroduced for the first time (Colum-
bia, Greenville,Spartanburg),there is a higherenrollmentin the point-of-serviceplan
and a lower enrollmentin the HMO. This is expected, in my mind, becausethe point-
of-service plan really is more of a transitionplan than it is the final plan that you want
to have in place.

Given a choice, I would rather have allof my employees in a traditionalHMO than in
a point-of-serviceplan or an indemnityplan. If you remember back on the health care
cost containmentcontinuum, the more controlyou exert over the accessibilityof
physicians,and the more controlyou exert over utilization,the more controlyou can
exert over the price of that careto the individual. We see the point-of-serviceplan as
a transition plan to help people get accustomed to the idea of using a panel of
physicians or a network of providers, while still having the element of choice; they
can go outside the network and still receive health care services, albeit at a lower
reimbursement rate. Again, we are pleasedwith the enrollment we have had to date
in our managed care options, and we are beginning to see some very positive trends
develop.

Preliminary 1992 financial results show that our per-employee costs are up 10-13%
over 1991 costs. This is particularly pleasing to us because in the previous years,
1987-91, we were seeing an annual increase somewhere in the neighborhood of
20-22%. We feel that managed care has definitely had an impact on Wachovia's
health care plan; our employeeshave gotten accustomed to the idea of going to a
panel of providersand getting their services coordinatedby a primary care physician.
In 1993, we hope to see even more favorable resultsthan we sew in 1992.

We went back to the beginningwhen we first rolledthis programout. We projected
what our health care costs would be over the next five years if we did nothing, if we
left everythingexactly as it is. We applied the historical trend factor for our plan to
the next five years. Usingthat as a benchmark, we compared our 1992 actual
results to what we had predictedhad we not gone in the directionof managed care.
We saved $4.5 millionin one year, and that representsabout a 10-15% savings; our
claims costs for 1992 were at $38 million. Therefore, we feel that managed care has
definitely paid some dividendsfor Wachovia.

What are the next steps? We want to focus on utilization results. Why are employ-
ees continuing to select the low option, catastrophicindemnity plan in locationswhere
managed care is available? This is particuladyinterestingin Atlanta, Georgia, where
we have about 60% of the employeesenrolledin the HMO or the point-of-service
plan. There is about a 15% opt-out rate, and another 25% are in the basic plan.
The basic plan has an $800 individual deductiblewith a $2,400 stop-loss limit. We
are curious why that many people would continueto opt for a traditional indemnity
plan when these other two options are available.

We want to take a look at plan selection,go to the employeesand find out what
motivates them to choose one plan over another. We want to continueto do
surveys on employee satisfactionwith the network. We want to explorenew
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managed care sites. I mentioned previouslythat, in 1993, we willbe lookingat
locations like Savannah,Augustaand Macon, Georgia,and Chadeston,South
Carolina. Augusta, Georgiais approximately50 milesfrom Columbia,South Carolina.
There is an opportunitythere, if we get a network established in Augusta - they can
blendtogether, We could have a standard-metropolitanstatistical-area-typenetwork
around that particularlocation. The same thing is true for the Savannah/Charleston
area. Savannah and Chadestonare about 70 miles apart. There is an opportunity to
buildthose two networks towards a common center point. We are trying to explore
new managed care sites and update Aetna reports. There are somethings we found
we did not get out of the reportsthat we feel we shouldhave asked for. We have
gone back to Aetna, and they have been very cooperative in helping us get that
information.

In closing, I would say that the experience has been an interesting one. As I men-
tioned eadier, our expedence has not been identical to that of any other company.
One of the thingsthat stands out in my mind is that we introduced HMOs in several
of our locations where we had a large concentration of employees. We did not really
see the impact of the point-of-service plan in those locations like we thought we
would. We did not need a transition. Peoplehad already made their mind up that
they were willing to go with the managed care environment, and they gravitated
toward the HMO. I believe we also confirmed that, if you are introducing managed
care for the first time in a location where people have not been exposed to it before,
the point-of-service plan provides a very attractive bridge for individuals who are
skeptical about using managed care networks, using a select panel of physicians and
a primary care physician. Also, if they feel they need a specialist and do not want to
go through their primary care physician, they can go outside the network. They will
still get some coverage. It will not be as good as if they used network providers, but
it is a taste of what managed care is all about.

As we go forward, we will be watching the migration of employees from the point-of-
service plan to the HMO. We believe the satisfaction level will be such that those
individuals who try point-of-service for a while will decide to go straight into the HMO,
get the high level of benef_s with the lower co-payment and the broader coverages.

MR. EDWARD C. CYMERYS: I am going to give an insurance company perspective
on several of the things that Dennis Lee already described. I am going to break down
the descdption into three categories: the preliminary meeting that Wachovia held to
describethe programthey wanted to implement, the team that we had to assemble
to respond to those needs, and then the request for proposal (RFP)process itself.
Basicallysome of the actions that came out of this processwill somewhat validate
the trends that Andy mentioned on the carrierside of things.

Dennis ran the initialmeetingwith Aetna. This was a criticalmeeting for us because
we really wanted to understandwhat Wachovia was looking for. Wachovia's
strategy and commitment to managed care was clearlystated, and they were willing
to use their leverageas a major employer in their community to helpget managed
care going. To put this in perspective,we all come from different parts of the
country. There was an articlein USA Today that identifiedareasof the country that
are most and least receptiveto managed care. Wachovia is planted right in the
middle of some of those areas that were identified as the least receptiveto managed
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care. This can somewhat underscore what he was up against - beth with his
employees and the provider community.

During the preliminary meeting, Wachovia said they wanted a carrier asa partner to
manage their claim coats, to manage their provider networks, and to be responsive to
their program as it evolved. Dennis described it as a hand-in-hand attempt to
implement this program, again recognizing that the community was not a hotbed of
managed care.

At the meeting, it was clear that Wachovia was looking for a managed care focus.
From our perspective, it was clear we had to assemble a team that had that focus.
We included a senior medical director from Aetna; an account manager who would
service the account after the sale, carry through the commitments that were made up
front, through implementation and as an ongoing service; an installation manager that
could be accountable for meeting all the installation deadlines; a sales support staff to,
again, help the process of responding to the RFPand making sure that it happened;
and local medical management representatives who were going to be involved with
the program on an ongoing basis and act as network liaisons because, again, they
had a number of sites that were in different situations. A few years earlier, in
responding to an RFPfor a company like Wachovia, the medical director and network
management staff would have been missing from the list of people that now, with
managed care, are crucial members of the team.

The RFP was an interview. We found Towers Perrin's RFPto be very thorough; it
was very detailed as far as the location of the employees. It allowed us to do a
careful analysis of how well we could service those members in our networks and
contained a detailed mapping of where our providers were compared with the
employees. The RFP also detailed the list of things that Wachovia asked of Aetna
and allowed us to respond to all of the details.

The network match showed that the program they wanted to implement was going
to cover roughly 70% of their employees, and that included Winaton-Salem, which
was really an affiliated HMO. Carriers obviously have to try to expand their geo-
graphic coverage by forming these affiliations with HMOs in locations where they do
not have a presence. The alliance has to be strong enough so that, if a customer like
Wachovia is looking for a point-of-service plan, they will be willing to work with us
and live up to the same kind of commitments we have to live up to on performance.

Andy and Dennis indicatedsome of the performance guaranteeareas that were
requeated: claim processing turnaround time and accuracy, satisfactory account
management services, I.D. cards and provider directories, delivery, and data analysis
and reporting. The requested performance guarantees also dealt with member
satisfaction. A satisfactory appeal process system for members is a key in managing
the liability that is present in some of these systems. There needs to be an avenue
for members who are not satisfied or are unhappy with the care, so they can be
heard without having to go into the court system. They also asked for an in-network
usage performance guarantee to ensure that the networks are accessible and user
friendly so that people will take advantage of them. In the area of provider education,
they wanted to make sure the providers were being educated on the program so that,
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when the members go to the provider's office, there is an understanding of the
program.

Our focus has been to have a very open relationship with Wachovia as we move
forward, to put a high priority on committing to things that we are confident we can
deliver, and to make sure that we deliver on those commitments. We focused on a

joint strategy to cover some other areas and to close the coverage gaps.

Wachovia has been supportive of using quality providers and a joint effort to educate
members; as far as the commitment to quality providers, there is credentialling. Many
times you get into a situation where you are introducing managed care in an area
where it is fairly new, and the members are new to managed care. People have a list
of their specialists ordoctors they want to include in the networks. It is critical that,
in a system like this, you focus on the natural referral patterns of the physicians; have
primary care physicians and specialists that really understand managed care and are
willing to work with you to make it happen. They also must cooperate with the
credentialling process and the quality measurement that needs to happen.

Try to look at this in the context of the legislative actions that you have heard about
in many of the other sessions. The direction that Wachovia has moved is very
consistent with what is described as the managed competition model. They put an
emphasis on medical management, a program that really focuses on lowering claim
costs and eliminating unnecessary utilization. Also, part of the managed competition
direction is for employers to use their leverage with providers and focus through a
carder or accountable health plan to help get the providers on board with managed
care. They can manege those providers to optimize the quality and minimize the cost
of the program, and then develop a partnership with the carrier and the employer
focusing on the members' health, or getting them healthy if they are ill.

Again, if managed competition moves further along, Wechovia would not be that far
from having set up their own accountable health plan that would meet a lot of the
guidelines that are floating around.

MR. MARTIN E. STAEHLIN: What statistics do you have on why the trend line was
lower than you expected? You said it was 10-13%. I am particularlyinterested in
the in-network versus the out-of-network components; you actually tied some of
those savingsto the people that were usingthe networks as you constructed them.

MR. LEE: Rightnow, we do not have the final statistics for 1992 utilizationwhere
we can see the in-natwork versus out-of-network usage. In talking with our claims
processingoffice in Macon, they say that the in-network usage is very high. We had
very littleout-of-network usage amongthose individualswho have chosento go into
either the point-of-serviceplan or the HMO. I attribute it basicallyto the discounts,
quite frankly, that we are getting through someof the providersand the hospitals. I
also think that just the utilization is down; that the care is, in fact, being managed
more carefully than it has been in the past when people had the freedom to go to
whom they pleased and at what time they pleased.

MR. HILES: There are some other aspects to that savings number to which we need
to be sensitive. In the past, the HMO relationships Wachovia had were capitated-type
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arrangements where Wachovia paid a premium and did not participatein the financial
experience. We thought that cost us some money. The 1993 savingsnumber we
have identifiedis in an environmentwhere the HMOs are self-insuredwith everybody
else. So, to the extent that we were giving away some dollarsin that insured HMO-
type arrangement, I think we have saved some dollarsthere as well. The savings
number might even be a littlemore favorablethan it appearson the surface becausea
point-of-serviceplan, where many of our high-optionindemnitypeople gravitated to, is
getting a much greater benef_ valuethan the managed plan. We are saving money,
and we are givinga better benef_ to employees.

MR. STAEHLIN: How often from either a consultantor an Aetna perspectivewould
you analyze the trend linethat Dennis is lookingfor? If you are sayinghe is waiting
for a year, does he have to wait anotheryear to see 1993 or are you going to do a
quarterly update?

MR. HILES: We like to do that every time the client pays us to do it; we would do it
daily if they asked us to.

MR. LEE: We knew the firstyear that everything was new. We wanted to wait to
get the first year's numbers and look at them in the aggregate. We discussedusinga
quarterly review once we get past the first year. We have not completed the 1992
numbers yet. Our objectiveis to move to a quarterly review to reallywatch what is
going on within the networks.

MR. HILES: We are in a positionnow to take a hard look at what happened during
1992, and, as indicated, the reports have just become availablewhere we can assess
how utilization reallydid change over the past 12 months.

MR. JONATHAN M. NEMETH: In your discussion,you were talking about active
employees. If you providecoverage to your retireesand if the network covers these
people,are there any uniqueproblemsor things that come out in this analysis?

MR. LEE: Our retireesare basicallyoffered the same health care optionsas our active
employees. In 1990, we went to a defined-dollarplan for our retirees. All retirees
who are eligiblefor health care (the only thing they have to do to be eligible for health
care is to meet the minimum age of 55 and have 10 or more yearsof service), have
the same health care options asour active employees. They receive a benefit
allowance that is a function of a $50 benefit factor multiplied by their years of
service; that allowance can be appliedagainst the cost of the health care option they
elect. There are no seriousproblemswith it, other than many of our retirees want to
stay in the HMO. They travel a lot, livingin North Carolinain the summer and Rorida
in the winter. HMOs are just not realaccommodatingwhen you are receiving
medical service outside of the service area. That has created a problem.

Once the retireesreachage 65 and become eligiblefor Medicare,we take the HMO
option away from them because the HMOs just reallydo not work very well with
Medicare. It is very difficult to coordinateclaims payments with the Medicare
system. Let's just take an individual that retiresat age 60. We determine their
benefit allowance. We give them the choice of plans, and they make a choice. We
offset the premium by their benefit allowance, and they can stay in that plan until
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they reach age 65. If they chose an HMO, we let them choose again once they
reach age 65. If they chose one of the other plans, point-of-service or indemnity
plan, then they are locked into that plan for the rest of their retirement with the
caveat that they can always choose down. We will let them choose down to a
lower level of coverage, if they want to.

MR. NEMETH: So, your post-65 retirees are covered under the point-of-service plan?

MR. LEE: Yes, that is correct; and they like it. The retirees have responded very
positively to being allowed to continue in that plan.

MR. HARRY L. SUTTON, JR.: As I understand it, the only HMOs you offer are
Partners National Health Plan HMOs, or do you still have some of the old ones?

MR. LEE: We do not have any of the old ones. We have the Partners National
Health Plan in Winston-Salem and Atlanta, and Aetna has built Exclusive Provider
Organizations (EPOs)for us in Charlotte, Raleigh-Durham, Chapel Hill, Greenville,
Spartanburg, and Columbia. In fact, we are in the process of trying to move the
Partners of Atlanta HMO to more of an EPO-type environment.

MR. SUTTON: There is a lot of discussion about claims processing, and there was a
mention of EPOs. Two of them are still fixed-price HMOs, but you are thinking of
changing them to EPOs?

MR. LEE: That is correct. I will admit to you that the difficulty we are going to have
is the Partners HMO in North Carolina - it is an HMO owned by the physicians and
the major hospital in Winston-Salem. It has all the doctors locked up, and it is going
to take a little bit more clout than just us, I think, to pry enough physicians loose to
build a network that can compete against that particular one.

MR. SUTTON: Andy, in looking at the fees for the other HMOs versus the two
Partners National Health Plan HMOs, and then the estimated cost of the networks,
did you think that the other HMOs did not reflect the age/sex composition of the
group very well? Did they indicate whether they used community rating by class?
You felt that you were able to get a lower cost by switching to an EPO, or a POS,
than you would have had just paying a pure capitation rate.

MR. HILES: Yes. We did not actually go through the arithmetic on that. The
incumbent carrier for Wechovia prior to Aetna was Provident. Provident had actually
gone through the exercise of doing a look-back study for a lot of those employees. I
know there are some fundamental problems with look-back studies, but it is an
indicator of how these folks would have performed in a self-insured environment.
They went through that exercise and determined it would be financially advantageous
to bring those people into a self-insured environment.

MR. SUTTON: A lot of the employees have been offered a straight HMO or a POS
plan. Did the POS plan come out more expensive or less expensive than the HMO?
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MR. LEE: In a preliminary review of those claims, we show that the HMO is actually
performing better than the POSplan, but it has not been analyzedas closely as it
needs to be.

MR. IRWIN J. STRICKER: In 1992, probably most companieshad a decrease in
trend regardlessof the type of plan that was being sold. What was your experience
with your indemnity blockof business?

MR. LEE: Just the indemnitypiece was up about 19%.

MR. STRICKER: In 19927

MR, LEE: Yes, sir.

MS. ALICE ROSENBLATT: If you are offering both a straightHMO and a point-of-
serviceplan, isn't it the same network; is the in-network benefit identical? How are
you structuringthe employee contributionto avoid adverse selection? Are you
experience-ratingthe whole thing together?

MR. LEE: Again, the options are offered under a flex plan. In our plan, all employees
get what we call choice dollars. They get flex credits; that is the company
contribution towards the cost of the plan that they will elect. From a company-
financing standpoint, we are giving everyone the same amount of dollars to spend on
health care. It then becomes their choice as to how much they want to pay out of
their own pocket to choose a particular option. The point-of-service plan and the
HMO do use the same network of providers.

There are some subtle differences in the design of the plan. For instance, in the
HMO, the employee pays a $10 co-payment for an office visit. Under the point-of-
service plan, they pay a $15 co-payment per office visit. There is no deductible for a
hospital admission under the HMO, but, under the point-of-service plan, there is a
$400 deductible per-hospital admission. Clearly, the HMO option is the most valuable
plan, in my mind. If you are going to usa health care services, you come out better
under the HMO than you do under any of the other plans. Again, the reason that we
offer the point-of-service plan is really to get people to try it - to get people to try
using a plan that has panels of physicians. I'll relate an example we often see with a
husband, a wife, and two children. The husband's and wife's physicians are network
physicians, but the pediatrician is not; or the OB-GYN is in the network, but the
primary care physician is not. They do not want to give up their relationship with the
OB-GYN or the pediatrician. However, they still want to take advantage of the
opportunitiesavailableunder a point-of-serviceor an HMO-type plan. The point-of-
serviceplan offers a middle ground. If the POS works, then maybe you would think
againabout going into the HMO environment and changingpediatriciansor OB-GYNs.
Again, it is more of a bridge/transitionfrom a pure indemnityenvironmentwhere the
employee has the absolutefreedom of choiceto an environmentwhere there is less
freedom of choice.

MR. HILES: We really wrestled with the employee contributionissuewhen we were
setting the price tags for the plans back in the middle part of 1991. There were a
couple of reasonsthat led us to makingthe HMOs more expensivethan the
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point-of-serviceplan. The HMOs providea slightlybetter benefit than the point-of-
service plan. In the past, the HMOs had been the most expensiveplans. We
thought it made sense based on benefit value and inertiato keep the same cost
relationship. As it turns out, we had an increase in HMO enrollment;we did not have
a reduction. We were pleased with the way thingsturned out, which does not mean
it is perfect. Actually, we are in the processof rethinkingthat strategy and making
the HMOs the most attractive offer, at least in terms of employee contributions,to try
and encourage more enrollment in those fixed panelprograms.

MR. LEE: Let me mentionone other thing. There is a pricingdifferentialbuilt into our
flex program as well that we do not like to talk about. It is the hidden subsidyfor
dependentcoverage. This hidden subsidyis consistent acrossallof the benefit plan
options. I'll clarifywhat I said earlierabout what the company paystowards the cost
of health care. We give individualsflex credits they can apply towards the cost of
health care. In addition, we have modifiedthe actual publishedpremium by a hidden
subsidyto keep the cost of coveringspouse/dependentchildrenat a lower level than
it probably should be.

MR. HILES: Those who have not set price tags for flex planscan have pricesin
which there is a flat credit for all employeeswhich creates this impressionof equity;
then you hide the subsidyfor dependentcoveragein the price tags. The alternative is
to have the level of credits van/by the level of coverage the employee selects. If
someone is getting employee-only coverage,they get 1,000 credits; if they get
employee plus one, they get 1,500 credits;and if they pick employee plustwo or
more, they receive 2,000 credits.

MS. ROSENBLATT: Are the premiumsbeing experience-ratedtogether so that, after
you have a year of experienceand you might be getting some adverse selection,how
are you determiningthe premiums,the cross-subsidiesbetween the plans?

MR. HILES: Whenever we price a flexiblebenefits plan we try to price aUthe plans
together. In fact, there are subsidiesgoing back and forth. We at Towers Perrincall
this technique incrementalpricing.

MS. ROSENBLATT: Are you maintainingwhat I would call actuarialdifferentials
between the plansbased on benefit differentials?

MR. HILES: Yes.

MR. SUTTON: Did the number of people inthe low-optionindemnity plan drop when
you did this plan or didthey stay about the same? You stilllooked at it as an
objectiveto find out why they kept it.

MR. LEE: In a locationlike Atlanta the employeespreviouslyhad an option of an
indemnity plan with a $400 deductible, an indemnity plan with an $800 deductible,
and an HMO. We replaced the indemnity plan with the $400 deductible with the
point-of-service plan. As a result, we had some migration of the people covered in
the $400 deductible indemnity plan to the basic plan; and some of them went to the
HMO. We really want to talk to these people and find out what motivated them to
make their choice.
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MR. HILES: What we are looking at for people who take high deductible indemnity
coverage is that they have done this because they are low-paid employees and
cannot afford high-option coverage, or they are high-paid employees, and can afford
the out-of-pocket limit; they would rather go ahead and pay a little extra in terms of
out-of-pocket to have freedom of choice. Those are the people we are really
interested in. We do not want to have these people who can afford better coverage
taking the unmanaged plan.

MR. SU'FI-ON: My guess would be, having looked at flex plans, that the cost of your
indemnity plan is extremely low, the people that opt into it are low utilizers.

MR. HILES: That certainly has been the case for Wachovia historically.

MR. SUTTON: So, you have the problem of actuariaUyadjusting that and charging
higher than the actual cost.

MR. LEE: We do have that and you are right. The premium for the basic plan ($800
deductible) is the lowest in terms of fixed cost. If an individual feels he is going to
utilize the plan quite a bit, the $800 deductible is somewhat scary to your lower-paid
employees. I might be surprised when we actually do the analysis, but there are
three things I think we will find. Banks are not the highest paying companies in the
world. We have a number of people who say I just cannot afford to pay the
premiums to be in an HMO or a point-of-service plan. I will take my chances and pay
the lower premium. You are going to have the people, mentioned earlier, that say I
have got enough money to self-insure the first $800-2,400 of out-of-pocket expense.
I will pay the low premium and use the money elsewhere.

In my experience, Atlanta has been a rather unique market. There is an extremely
large number of specialistsand a very small number of general and family
pract_oners. We have a number of employees whose cardiologistis their family
physician, and they are not willingto change. Thus, they go into the basic plan, they
continueto see their cardiologistwhen they have indigestionor somethingof that
nature, and they pay cardiologistfees. This is indigenousto the AtJanta market; there
reallyis not a sufficientnumber of primarycare physicians.

MR. SUTTON: Previously,we were lookingat nationalizedhealth insuranceor
mandated benefits for everyone, and you said you had about 5% or 10% of the
people not taking anything, particularlythose employees with the ability to get
coveragefrom some other source. I do not believean employer shouldpermit any
employee, forgetting the dependentaspect, to be without health coverage, even a
catastrophic coverage. I dislikeflex for that one reason; if you offer them a lot of
money, and they want the money, they opt out. If they have coverage through
somebody else, then you are shiftingthe cost to the other employer, but I do not like
the ideaof people being allowed to opt out from a basicplan, or at least a catastroph-
ic plan.

MR. LEE: We ask individualswho opt out to show us evidencethat they are insured
under another plan. If a personopts out, we take back one-half of the credits we
had providedto them for health care. If they choose benefits that allow them to
have extra credits left over, the remainingcredits cannot be converted to cash. They
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have to be deposited in one of the spending accounts. So, there are some
disincentives to just opting out. You do not get an increase in your take-home pay ff
you opt out of health care.

MR. HILES: Employers throughout the Southeast really vary their approach to
allowing opt-outs. There are some employers that do not take a particularly paternal-
istic attitude toward their employees, and they allow them to opt out even without
evidence. We have other employersthat force their employeesto take coverage
whether they need it or not. CompanieslikeWachovia tend to fall somewhere in the
middle;they will allow their employeesto opt out. They willgive them a reduced
number of credits, and they will requiresomeform of evidence- a signed document
or group certificate number.

MR. LEE: If the federal government is going to mandate employersto providehealth
care to employees, they also need to mandate employees to take the health care that
is provided to them.

MR. HILES: I agree with that.

MR. LEE: Let's let the gate swing both ways.

MR. STEELER. STEWART: How extensiveis the network? If you had fewer
physiciansin the network in one area, did you noticethere was lessparticipationin
the point-of-serviceor HMO plan? Was there any consistency?

MR. LEE: In places likeWinston-Salem, we have a very good physiciannetwork.
Forsyth Memorial Hospitalis probablyone of the best hospitalsin the State of North
Carolina. It also is one of the lowest-costhospitalsin the state. When they compare
their rates against the other hospitalsin the state, they always rank in the very low
tiers. They are very good, very inexpensiveand have a very good panel of providers
that practice out of Forsyth Memorial. So, inWinston-Salem, it is easy for employees
to choosethe HMO because the best hospitaland the best providersare in that
particularnetwork.

In Atlanta, it dependson where you live. If you live on the Northeast side of town,
you have NorthsideHospitaland PiedmontHospital, which are very good, well-
recognizedhospitals. We have very highpenetrationthere. There have been some
problemswith some of the hospitalson the southwest/southeast sideof Atlanta.
They are getting their act together, but there have been some publishedreports about
the quality of care being delivered. The numberof physiciansthat want to practice at
those hospitalsis fairly low. As a result,you have much lower penetrationthere.

In an area like Greenville/Spartanburg,South Carolina,where they reallyare not very
supportiveof the idea of managed care, you do not have very good penetrationthere
because you just do not have a sufficientnumber of providers. You usuallyfall out
with pediatricians. In those locations,the adult's physicianmight be in the network,
but there is not a pediatricianwithin a reasonabledistance. The result is people do
not jointhe network.
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MR. HILES: Before most of our clients will go into a network location, we will assess
whether or not we think it is a good-qualitynetwork. We rarely, if ever, will rely,
solely on the word of the network manager that it is a good quality network. We try
to help the client make those decisions;we alsodo an analysisto try and assessthe
quality of the network to see if it is a place where we shouldstay with a network-
only choice.

MR. CYMERYS: From a carrierperspective,good accessto the network is really
criticalfor our success. If your members are endingup outsideof your network, you
losecontrolof what is going on; particularlyif somebody ends up in an institution.
Proceduresmay be performed on that member that may not be in the best setting.
This is an area we have reallyfocused on nationally.

MR. SUTTON: Andy mentioned a hold-harmlessagreement. It sounded likeyou
were holdingharmless against accidentsof medical malpracticeor poor-qualitycare.
Did I misunderstand? If it was correct, isthat part of this agreement? Would the
providersforgive the expense or pay for the repairor the damage?

MR. HILES: What we are reallytrying to do is holdthe network managers responsi-
ble for all the things that they say they are going to do; they are going to select
providerswho are boardcertified. The hold-harmlessagreement is really focused on
those things, as opposedto the actualpractice of medicine.

MR. LEE: We want to be sure that the employee cannot hold the plan sponsor
responsiblefor a poor decisionmade by a physicianwithin the network. We feel that
Aetna has addressedthis through their credentiallingprocess.

MR. SUTTON: So, essentiallyyou are trying to prevent the employer from being
sued for recommending a lesserquality physicianin a network.

MR. LEE: True.

MR. HILES: Yes, that is right. A hold-harmlessagreementcertainly is no guarantee
that it will not happen. It is just one more way to protectthe employer.

MR. LEE: Our network in Charlottewas tested about three months ago. There is a
lot of activity going on in Charlottewith respect to managed care. There was a
physicianpanel in our network family practicegroup. They were purchased by a
clinicwhich has a largephysicianpractice in the Charlottearea. Aetna had negotiated
with the clinicearly on in the process;the clinichad indicated they were not inter-
ested in joiningthe network. Some time later they came back to Aetna indicating
they would like to get into the network. However, they wanted us to take all of their
physicians,specialistsincluded. We said that we had a complete network; we did
not need additional specialists. The network was complete, and we felt satisfied
with it.

Well, the clinic broughtpressureto bear on this physiciangroup, and they disenrolled
allof ouremployees. It affected about 500 employeeswhose pdman/care physi-
ciansall of a suddendroppedout of the network. We have had very little backlash
from that. Our employeeswere confidentenough in the network, and the panel of
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other physicians was good enough that they basically selected pdmary care
physicians in other practices. There was very little fallout from this.

One of the things that is so important in this whole processis communication. You
just cannot communicate enoughwith employeesabout what is going on in the
medical care area, what are some of the things that are drivingup the cost of care,
and what you, as the plansponsor, are attempting to do to help them have access to
quality,affordable health care. We have really tried to do a good job of communicat-
ing with our employees. We still have a long way to go, but, for the most part, I
think they now understandthe dynamicsof what is goingon in the health care
system and why it is important for us to go out there and try to exert some pressure
on the system to make it more friendlyto the people who are receivingthe services.
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